Intracranial pressure-volume response in dog subjected to repeated infusion tests: an experimental study.
Several experimental studies have been made in the past to try to understand the nature of the fluid-induced changes in the intracranial pressures of the animals by infusing fluid into their craniospinal complex. The objective of the present investigation was to study the changes in the characteristics of the ventricular and epidural pressure-volume curves when a dog was subjected to repeated fluid infusion tests. The animals were subjected to three cycles of infusion tests with a time interval of either 10 min or 2 h between any two successive tests. An infusion test repeated 10 min after the preceding test exhibited a significant change in the characteristics of the ventricular fluid pressure (VFP) response but not in the epidural pressure (EDP) response. However, in the case of an infusion test which was repeated 2 h after the preceding test, it was observed that both the VFP and EDP responses remained the same as those found in the first infusion test.